SMART BOOM CONTROL!
INTELLIGENT CONTROL - MAKES THE JOB EASIER!

xCrane

xCrane PRO
MAXIMIZE PRODUCTIVITY WITH THE SMART xCRANE CONTROL SYSTEM

USER BENEFITS

• Performance and efficiency: The xCrane control system responds quickly and accurately
• Operation: xCrane’s logical user interface is easy to learn and operate
• System updates happen smoothly with a USB memory stick
• Field tested in tough conditions
• One of the most advantageous solutions on the market
• Customizable as needed

SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS

• 3.2” color screen
• Adjustment of speed, ramps and progression for each movement
• Joystick calibration, filtering and elimination of interference
• Hour meter
• Interactive floating mode
• Tractor CANBus Integration
• Radio control available

INTEGRATION WITH THE TRACTOR’S CONTROL SYSTEM FOR EXAMPLE TRAILER APPLICATIONS

• Communication via CAN J1939
• Trailer operation is automatically activated on and off, and adjusted with the tractor’s driving direction
• Trailer operation is automatically deactivated when maximum allowed speed is reached
• The hub drive of the trailer is synchronized with the tractor speed via Smart Drive +
• Control the tractor steering from the crane’s joystick or extra thumb rocker
• Automatic front axle lock

xCrane PRO brings crane operations to a completely new level with its state-of-the-art tip control: Operators can now control the tip of the boom instead of controlling each cylinder separately.

SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS

• End cushions for all boom movements increase the well-being at work, and the lifetime of the crane.
• Extremely effective, fast and precise.
• Easy to learn.
• Enables automatic movements.
• Enables collision prevention.
• Provides all the xCrane benefits.

With over 100 years of experience.